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Abstract: This article examines the initially opposed forms of documentation 
used to relay the narrative of Sebastian Barry’s 2008 novel, The Secret Scripture. 
Roseanne McNulty, an elderly woman now facing an obscure death in a mental 
asylum to which she was unjustly committed, writes a ‘secret’ testimony, or 
alternative history to the more official version of events that record her 
sectioning and its justifications. The document penned simultaneously by her 
psychiatrist, Dr Grene, attempts a formal, and indeed official and public 
assessment of his patient, but ultimately discovers the testimony she has kept 
from everyone, believes it, and houses it in his own account. My contention is 
that Barry’s novel has co-opted the concept of grace, which is imbued with 
religious significance, but has refashioned it as the means of preservation and 
accommodation of lost narratives. Thus, the novelist’s concept of grace will be 
shown to resonate with Derrida’s thought on forgiveness and on the singularity 
of testimony.  
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Sebastian Barry’s 2008 novel, The Secret Scripture, comprises two 
narrative strands, titled ‘Roseanne’s Testimony of Herself’ and ‘Dr Grene’s 
Commonplace Book’ respectively. The former, a personal account of a 
woman’s life, is, at least initially, diametrically opposed to the latter, which 
takes the form of an official assessment of a patient conducted by a 
psychiatrist. This article will look at how the two narratives assume the 
structure of two varieties of documentation which history endows with 
unequal power. In form, the psychiatrist’s assessment resembles 
‘legitimate’ records, which once had enough authority to authenticate 
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Roseanne’s committal to an asylum. The content of her substantially less 
powerful ‘personal account’, Tara Harney-Mahajan contends, has been 
censored by ‘the authorities that held sway in her younger years – religious, 
secular and familial’.1 I will show that even though it does not possess the 
sway of more authoritative documentation, Roseanne’s testimony is 
ultimately read and accommodated by Dr Grene, and the opposition of their 
two documents, which is characterised by their differential power, therefore 
dissolves towards the end of the novel, in large part because Dr Grene’s 
narrative does indeed become ‘commonplace’, and therefore stands 
alongside, rather than above, Roseanne’s testimony. The narrative suggests 
that his belief in her is the very reason we are privy to her words; that is, he 
has relayed them to us by housing them within his own. His act, I will 
argue, constitutes a form of grace. For my argument, I draw on Derrida’s 
thought around the singularity of testimony developed in Demeure: Fiction 
and Testimony to examine how the half of Barry’s narrative which claims 
to be a ‘secret testimony’ takes pains to retain the character of singularity 
and secrecy. The retention of the character of secrecy is an exquisite 
achievement, and it sustains Roseanne’s testimony’s paradoxical victory. 
That is, the testimony is complete, and voiced by someone the 
metanarrative of history has silenced; however, it is secret (and indeed 
fictional), and therefore never to form part of the official historical account. 
Finally, I argue that the novel makes an appeal to the reader for belief and 
forgiveness of Roseanne’s flawed account, and that the reader’s response 
inevitably lies beyond the limitations of the text. In short, the novel makes 
an appeal for a kind of ‘grace’, and Derrida’s work on forgiveness will be 
employed to engage with the complexities of this appeal. 
Roseanne McNulty is an inmate at the Roscommon Regional Mental 
Hospital, a ‘charitable institution for the “healthful asylum and superior 
correction of wounded seats of thought”’,2 where she has outlasted the 
moth-eaten papers that record her reason for being there. Nearing the end 
of her hundred-year-long life, she determines to collate her memories and 
‘write out [her] life on unwanted paper – surplus to requirements’, and 
then, significantly, to ‘imprison it under the floorboard’, so as to keep it 
secret.3 While she carries this out, Dr Grene, the ‘author’ of the other first-
person narrative in the novel, attempts to determine whether she is one of 
the many Irish people ‘sectioned for social rather than medical reasons’.4 
Roseanne, he discovers, is one of the victims of Ireland’s post-
independence ‘project of national identity formation’ in which ‘church and 
state fashioned a seamlessly homogenous society that closed off internal 
challenges and contradictions [. . .] as they represented society as pure and 
untainted by external corruption’.5 The individuals who presented such 
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challenges were often relegated to an array of church- and state-run 
institutions, of which the now notorious Magdalen Laundries formed a part.  
Near the beginning of her testimony, Roseanne remarks ‘[t]he terror 
and hurt in my story happened because when I was young I thought others 
were the authors of my fortune or misfortune’.6 The power of the narrative 
authored by ‘others’, to which she has fallen victim, is later described by 
her as a great arc that stretched over her head, reached the ground before 
she did, and determined the path she would be obliged to take. James M. 
Smith characterises Irish post-independence as ‘emphasizing the repressive 
aspects of the Irish condition, the stifling eradication of individuality in the 
face of an indomitable church and state politics, and the relentless but often 
arbitrary cruelty that enforced social conformity’.7 A nation-wide 
imperative to enforce ‘social conformity’ at the expense of ‘individuality’ 
came about as a result of the nation attempting to tell a unifying and, 
therefore, reductive story, or indeed an arc whose reach exceeded the 
stories of individuals. 
Interestingly, though, Roseanne’s life forms an arc of its own; in the 
novel, Barry imagines the unlikelihood that a woman as vulnerable as she 
may have lived long enough to outlast those who determined her life’s fate. 
In his critical appraisal of the novel, Adam Roberts takes issue with the 
implausibility of Roseanne’s facility with language, stating ‘I’ve only 
known one 100-year old, and she hardly spoke at all. [. . .] few if any 
[centenarians] are capable of eloquence like this’.8 The fiction Barry 
generates is one that is rather free of the constraints of Roberts’s preferred 
realism. However, it is not my intention to argue that he disregards such 
realism entirely. Rather, he uses the freedom fiction allows to lengthen the 
life and the eloquence of his central character, whose experiences resonate 
with the reality of many. As a result, Roseanne can write ‘that a person 
[can] hold up a wall made of imaginary bricks and mortar against the 
horrors and cruel, dark tricks of time that assail us, and be the author 
therefore of themselves’.9 The bricks and mortar are indeed imaginary; they 
are of Barry’s construction, and have done nothing to protect Roseanne and 
people like her in phenomenal reality. They do, however, allow for the 
improbable and inescapably fictional circumstance that such a woman can 
perform her own ‘[trick] of time’ and be capable of being the author of 
herself.  
Roseanne remarks on the fate of others in her position as follows: ‘[o]f 
course this is the fate of most souls, reducing entire lives, no matter how 
vivid and wonderful, to those sad black names on withering family trees, 
with half a date dangling after and a question mark’.10 A record of 
someone’s name with two dates underneath, as found in official records, 
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can barely be regarded as capturing the nuances of an individual’s life. 
Importantly, though, in the narrative Roseanne’s life has not yet come to an 
end. Even history’s black ink is obliged to accommodate the indeterminacy 
of a question mark after her name. She uses the last of her life to attempt to 
fill that indeterminacy with a secret testimony. At its most reductive, 
history will record the date of her death and will consider it, preceded by 
the date of her birth, a complete narration of her life. Her (secret) counter-
narrative will, unbeknownst to history, occupy the indeterminate space 
taken up by the hyphen between the dates. Importantly, Roseanne’s 
counter-narrative resists the ‘completeness’ or finality that historical texts 
strive for. Such completeness is often a corollary of accuracy, though, and 
she admits, 
 
there are ‘memories’ in my head that are curious even to me. [. . .] 
Memory, I must suppose, if it is neglected becomes like a box room, 
or a lumber room in an old house, the contents jumbled about, maybe 
not only from neglect but also from too much haphazard searching in 
them, and things to boot thrown in that don’t belong there. [. . .] It 
makes me a little dizzy to contemplate the possibility that everything I 
remember may not be – may not be real, I suppose. There was so 
much turmoil at that time that – that what? I took refuge in other 
impossible histories, in dreams, in fantasies? I don’t know. 
But if I put my faith in certain memories, perhaps they will serve 
as stepping stones, and I will cross the torrent of ‘times past’, without 
being plunged entirely into it.11 
 
The fact that her story exists beyond the black ink of history, with its dates 
and its finality, is what sets it at liberty: it is under no obligation to be 
contextualised, and for its singularity to be eroded by the official generality 
of contemporaneous narratives. Nevertheless, the cost of this secrecy is that 
she has no way of knowing whether her memory, with its ‘jumbled’ 
contents, has things ‘that don’t belong there’. Her isolation, the very thing 
that enables her to produce a secret testimony, is also what has cut her off 
from the outside world, and from any possibility of corroboration. 
Roseanne’s testimony is haunted with the possibility of ‘impossible 
histories’, ‘dreams’ and ‘fantasies’, yet she determines to ‘put [her] faith’ in 
‘certain memories’ to which she does testify. Derrida calls testimony 
‘unbelievable, [. . .] insofar as all testimony essentially appeals to a certain 
system of belief, to faith without proof’:12 we testify from a singular 
position that cannot be reproduced. Roseanne, however, solipsistically 
provides the ‘belief’ necessary to authenticate her own account. Having 
been cut off from the possibility of being believed by anyone else, she 
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provides what her testimony needs from within the capsule of her secrecy. 
Late in the novel, Dr Grene recognises her small triumph: ‘she has helped 
herself, she has spoken to, listened to, herself. It is a victory’.13  
As I have intimated, Roseanne’s testimony is enabled by fiction, 
which is, as Derrida argues, the condition of possibility for testimony to 
begin with. He describes the necessary haunting of testimony by fiction as: 
 
an impossible limit. Untenable. This limit permanently [. . .] swears 
testimony to secrecy; it enjoins testimony to remain [. . .] secret, even 
where it makes manifest and public. I can only testify, in the strict 
sense of the word, from the instant when no one can, in my place, 
testify to what I do. What I testify to is, at that very instant, my secret; 
it remains reserved for me.14 
 
The purity of the instant Derrida describes, when ‘no one can, in [her] 
place, testify to what [she does]’, is a purity that Roseanne attempts to 
stretch over her entire narrative by keeping it hidden. Even when it is read, 
it retains the character of secrecy in that it ‘remains reserved’ for only 
Roseanne. It is her story, written from her singular perspective, and it will 
remain so, regardless of who reads it. This is one of the ways in which her 
‘victory’ is preserved, even when it is exposed to the world and the more 
powerful narratives constructing her social context. 
We must not forget, however, that the authors of the narrative to 
which Roseanne has been subjected have signed their summations of her 
life, and published them in the form of her very literal incarceration. Her 
version, antithetically, is characterised by an absence of power. The 
retrospective telling in which she is the ‘author [. . .] of [her]self’, while 
told from her perspective and furnished with her previously silenced voice, 
is pervaded by the ever-present inevitability of her institutionalisation: her 
life’s unavoidable destination.15 Add to this that she is penning her story 
very near the end of her life, when any revelations it may contain do not 
have the ability to alter her outcome. This point is demonstrated when she 
recalls the event which ultimately led to her detention: being caught talking 
to a man who was not her husband. She poignantly (and futilely) calls out 
to her younger self in an attempt to undo the inevitable: ‘Roseanne, 
Roseanne, if I called to you now, my own self calling to my own self, 
would you hear me? And if you could hear me, would you heed me?’16  
In spite of this powerlessness, Roseanne writes on. And from within 
the sanctuary of ‘imaginary bricks and mortar’, she devotes much of her 
testimony to memorialising her father, Joseph Clear, a Presbyterian 
gravedigger and ex-police sergeant in the Royal Irish Constabulary (or 
RIC) – a sub-section of the population that was routinely hunted and shot 
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during Roseanne’s childhood.17 Before I trace her father’s preservation in 
her narrative, it is worth noting that her mother recedes, gradually, within 
the same account. Midway through the novel she remarks, ‘I am looking 
for my mother in these memories, and I cannot find her. She has simply 
disappeared’.18 It is later revealed that her mother suffered a fate similar to 
that of Roseanne: she was committed to and died in what was then called 
the ‘Sligo Lunatic Asylum’.19 When Roseanne herself is committed to the 
institution, she asks in her distress to see her mother, to which the reply is 
‘[y]ou cannot see her, no one can see her, she is beyond seeing’.20 Cissy 
Clear’s invisibility gives the family surname ‘Clear’ new significance; 
those who bear it are doomed to transparency, or at least to irrelevance. 
That the preservation of Joseph Clear appears to come at the expense of 
any preservation of Cissy Clear illustrates that there are many stories that 
have receded irretrievably into the abyss of Ireland’s forgotten history.  
A heroically preserved copy of Religio Medici, a gift to Roseanne 
from her father, is an external marker of the determination with which she 
preserves his memory. Sir Thomas Browne’s book was banned in Ireland, 
having been classified as ‘prohibited reading for Catholics’.21 It was 
therefore filled with text that could not be read, much like Roseanne’s 
secret scripture. She eventually gives this relic to Dr Grene to pass on to the 
son she had before she was institutionalised, who, it turns out, is Grene 
himself. For her, the book represents her family’s untold history, which 
must be (and is) passed on to the next generation.  
Roseanne’s preservation of her father is a small-scale replication of 
what the novel asks of the reader. In her narrative, stories that he himself 
told are faithfully relayed, though many of them are outlandish, ridiculous, 
and would certainly not feature in the grand narrative that Roseanne is 
writing against. The novel, which accommodates her own stories (and his, 
through her), is attempting, it seems, an act of preservation of its own. 
Further to this, what the plot of the intertwined narratives results in is a 
safeguarding of Roseanne’s own Religio Medici, or secret scripture, by Dr 
Grene. He ultimately refuses to pass judgement on or to dismiss her 
personal account. This act of acceptance and belief, in spite of her text’s 
inconsistencies and doubts, urges a similar reception of her story from the 
reader. 
The preservation of story within story seems, then, to be the business 
of the novel. Roseanne muses, ‘it strikes me that a person without 
anecdotes that they nurse while they live, and that survive them, are more 
likely to be utterly lost not only to history but the family following them’.22 
She here distinguishes between the oblivion of being lost to ‘history’ and 
that of being lost to ‘the family following’ a person. The grand narrative of 
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a nation should ideally comprise smaller arcs of individual lineages, in 
which stories get passed down from generation to generation. In actuality, 
the opposite is too often the case. Barry places Roseanne within a lineage 
of absence: her father, the gravedigger whom she fondly labels the ‘titular 
custodian of the dead’ is also called the ‘king of absences’.23 Her mother is 
rendered invisible, and Roseanne herself is ‘a thing left over, a remnant 
woman’, awaiting imminent death.24 This heritage of attrition, however, is 
halted when her child, known to her only as ‘that tiny person vanished from 
the space he should have occupied’ is identified as Dr Grene, who ensures 
that while his mother may be lost to history, her story is not lost to the 
‘family following’ her.  
To return to her rendering of the ‘titular custodian of the dead’, the 
doubt and unease in Roseanne’s account is tempered by her firmly stated 
and persistent adoration of her father: a jolly, often foolish man, whose 
awkward bulk, unlikely tall tales and failures she accommodates gracefully 
within her narrative: 
 
My father loved the world and his fellow humans in it, without much 
reservation on his part, considering as a good Presbyterian must that 
all souls are equally assailed, [. . .] in fact believing that since God had 
created everything, so everything by him must be approved, and also 
that the devil’s own tragedy is he is author of nothing and architect of 
empty spaces.25  
 
This description of her father’s love for his ‘fellow humans’ is astonishing, 
given his suffering at their hands. His belief that ‘all souls are equally 
assailed’, would surely have been contradicted by the history that ‘assails’ 
him in a manner markedly different from that with which it assails others.26 
She outlines the doctrine of what she calls his ‘ragged gospel’ here, and she 
invests a faith in him that pervades her own ‘secret scripture’.27 The 
religious language used to frame both his story and her own is ironic, given 
that it was the blurring of lines between state governance and church 
doctrine that led to the suffering in both of their lives.  
A pivotal scene in this regard occurs when she is twelve years old. 
The Irish civil war, which forms the threatening backdrop to the first stage 
of her story, brings three young men dragging the body of their fallen 
comrade onto the cemetery, where she and her father have delayed at the 
end of a day. She is dispatched to fetch the priest to legitimise the 
haphazard burial. The young men, excommunicated by the church due to 
their ill-chosen loyalty, are accosted by the Church-endorsed Free Staters 
when Roseanne and the priest return. Her father unwittingly becomes a 
central player in this microcosm of the war: amidst the collected dead in the 
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graveyard, effortlessly representative of the war’s casualties, are the Free 
Staters, the irregulars, the church (represented by the priest), and the 
collateral damage, in the form of Roseanne and her father. He clumsily 
attempts to perform his function as gravedigger; however, the historical 
context renders his duty an offence. ‘I think it was that my father 
embarrassed history’, Roseanne writes, in an attempt to understand the 
forces that undid him.28 Her subsequent scepticism of the official account 
might be traced back to this moment, and ‘belligerent history[’s]’ violent 
exclusion of her father.29  
Fr Gaunt expresses his disapproval at having been drawn into the 
affair, and makes swift retribution by demoting Joseph Clear to the position 
of village rat catcher.30 It is fitting that one man is responsible for the ruin 
of both Roseanne and her father, because Fr Gaunt represents the force 
which assailed them both. When she writes that her father ‘embarrassed 
history’, what she is describing is the embarrassment he caused Fr Gaunt, 
one of its powerful agents. In one poignant passage, Joseph attempts to 
overcome his humiliation by resolving to look in the library for a book to 
acquaint him with the skills his new job requires.31 Roseanne’s incredulous 
response to this of ‘[a] rat-catcher’s manual?’ reveals her suspicion that the 
profession is too menial and insignificant to have been written about (and 
so too, by extension, are those who perform it).32 Astoundingly, he does 
find such a text, which is written by ‘a pseudonymous author, Rattus 
Rattus’,33 and this is suggestive of his narrative being diminished, but not 
yet entirely extinguished, by history. 
On another occasion, Roseanne recalls being taken to a tower by her 
father who, ‘in a fit of educating enthusiasm’, desires to show his daughter 
that hammers and feathers fall at the same rate. ‘All things fall at the same 
rate’, he says, ‘in the realm of theory. And I will prove it to you. I will 
prove it to myself’.34 Such a ‘realm of theory’ requires a vacuum, in which 
the falling objects encounter no resistance, and are immune to passing 
whims of wind. Naturally, his experiment is doomed to fail. Directed to 
view what is to unfold from below, Roseanne, from the limits of her 
isolated perspective, begins to see what she will continue to see for the 
remainder of her life: 
 
Standing on the ground I was a child on a precipice, that was the 
feeling, like that scene in the old play King Lear where the king’s 
friend imagines he is falling down a beetling cliff, where there is no 
cliff, so that when you read it, you also think there is a cliff, and fall 
with the king’s friend. But I peered up faithfully, faithfully, lovingly, 
lovingly. It is no crime to love your father, it is no crime to feel no 
criticism of him, and especially so when I knew him into my early 
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womanhood or nearly, when a child tends to grow disappointed in her 
parents. It is no crime to feel your heart beating up to him, or as much 
of him as I could see, his arm now stuck out the little window, and the 
bag held suspended in the Irish air.35 
 
This description foreshadows what the novel ultimately reveals, the secret 
her account omits. As a girl, she stood below the building in which her 
father’s ‘curious and protracted death’ took place, as a result of his 
affiliation with the RIC. While Roseanne never acknowledges that her 
father was a part of this police force, Dr Grene provides a reproduction of 
the ‘factual’ account he has found, which reads: 
 
His mouth was stuffed with white feathers [. . .]. Then alas he was 
beaten with hammers, and an effort made to push him out the little 
window at the top of the tower. Roseanne herself was below looking 
up. [. . .] And the feathers flew up and the hammers fell down, striking 
Roseanne as she stood gazing up a blow to the head, knocking her out 
cold.36 
 
It appears that Roseanne has conflated two separate memories, divested 
what remains of conclusions, and thereby preserved her version, 
‘suspended in the Irish air’. Interestingly, she pens a self-reflexive delusion. 
The faith she invests in her father’s stories is complex. She likens her belief 
to the reading of King Lear, in which a cliff is written about, ‘where there 
is no cliff, so that when you read it, you also think there is a cliff, and fall 
with the king’s friend’. Her insinuation is that the story her father 
constructed about hammers and feathers, her memory of the event, and by 
association her father’s possible denial that he was part of the RIC, is not 
necessarily true: these stories may themselves be fiction. In her reading of 
them, she is willing to (self-reflexively) suspend disbelief so as to ‘fall with 
the king’s friend’. Significantly, she chooses as an analogy a fiction that 
poses a threat to the believer of that fiction: belief is likened to ‘falling’. 
Her testimony nevertheless contains a very deliberate defence of its fiction: 
‘[i]t is no crime to love your father’, she claims. ‘[F]aithfully, faithfully, 
lovingly, lovingly’ she applies the belief, to be found throughout the text, 
that serves a dual purpose. Roseanne’s remarkable capacity to forgive her 
father’s outlandish claims is counterbalanced by her inability to demist her 
recollections: ‘[i]t is all love, that not knowing, that not seeing’.37 This 
‘love’ provides the vacuum necessary for her father’s ignorant experiment 
to work, the soundless capsule in which his end remains in abeyance: 
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Although there was not a breath of wind, the feathers immediately 
drifted away [. . .]. 
My father was calling, calling, in enormous excitement in the 
tower, ‘What do you see, what do you see?’ 
What did I see, what did I know? It is sometimes I think the strain 
of ridiculousness in a person, a ridiculousness born maybe of 
desperation [. . .] that pierces you through with love for that person. [. . 
.] I am standing there, eternally, straining to see, [. . .] if for no other 
reason than for love of him.38 
 
What both versions have in common is Roseanne’s position: standing 
beneath, ‘straining to see’. It is from this helpless place that she extends the 
only gesture within her power: a love that suspends. ‘I am standing there, 
eternally’, she states, in a determined refusal to leave, and to have the 
events play out, the inevitability of which is her father’s violent death. The 
vacuum in which she forgives her father his foolishness is encased within 
her secret testimony. Exempt from the judgements of others, his falsehood 
is suspended in the ‘faith’, ‘love’ and ‘grace’ she exerts on it, like a staying 
force. The feathers are still drifting and the hammers are still falling, as 
they will continue to do, without conclusion. 
The novel concludes with an appeal for the reader’s grace. From 
within her vacuum, Roseanne creates her own addressee: ‘I must remind 
myself to be clear, and be sure I know what I am saying to you’.39 Derrida, 
in his discussion of a secret testimony, states that ‘the experience of the 
secret itself implies some inner witness, some third party in oneself that one 
calls to witness’.40 There is a schism in the phrase: ‘I must remind myself’, 
between ‘I’ and ‘myself’, and there is an inner appeal from the one for a 
provision, or at the very least an understanding, from the other. This other 
assumes several forms: it shifts from being unnamed to being herself, a 
‘reader’, Dr Grene, and ultimately to being a god, replete with the power to 
forgive. ‘Now, dear reader’, she writes, ‘I am calling you God for a 
moment, and God, dear dear God, I am trying to remember. Forgive me, 
forgive me if I am not remembering right’.41 Previously, she has written: 
 
Dear reader! Dear reader, if you are gentle and good, I wish I could 
clasp your hand. I wish – all manner of impossible things. Although I 
do not have you, I have other things. There are moments when I am 
pierced through by an inexplicable joy, as if, in having nothing, I have 
the world. As if, in reaching this room, I have found the anteroom to 
paradise, and soon will find it opening, and walk forward like a 
woman rewarded for my pains, into those green fields, and folded 
farms. So green the grass is burning!42 
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This ‘anteroom to paradise’ is the room she has been imprisoned within. Its 
proximity to paradise seems contingent on it being the precise inversion of 
such a place (an ante-paradise). Her ‘pains’, to which she has been 
subjected on the basis of her failure to be ‘godly’ in the way it was decided 
Irish people (and more specifically Irish women) were obliged to be, are 
what she feels she will be ‘rewarded’ for in her ante-life. This conviction is 
based on the knowledge that she was treated unjustly in this life by those 
who masqueraded as the moral conscience of Ireland and who dispensed 
‘justice’ that took the form of its reverse. Indeed, they were those who 
considered themselves the gatekeepers to the paradise that Roseanne 
predicts she will enter, regardless of their condemnation. She here 
anticipates the ‘grace’ that will grant her entry to paradise, which she never 
received during her lifetime.  
Ironically, amidst this triumph of imagination, her imagination falters. 
Her desire to clasp the hand of her reader, to reach out beyond her text, is 
one of the ‘all manner of impossible things’ that lies beyond her grasp. 
What she desires is tantamount to an opening up of the secrecy that cloaks 
her narrative, so that it can be ‘read’ by someone ‘gentle and good’. What 
Roseanne does not know is that Dr Grene performs the reading for which 
she pleads. This, too, involves grace. Barry’s (much-criticised)43 
conclusion positions Dr Grene (whose name, it should be noted, has a great 
deal in common with the ‘green fields’ and burning green grass she 
envisions) as the ‘family following’ Roseanne, who will ensure that her 
memory is not ‘utterly lost’. He is no longer reading the memoirs of his 
patient, he is reading a text of which he himself is a part. In an interview, 
Barry said ‘[i]t gave me an enormous sense of appeasement that there’s a 
cable between you and your mother that’s buried so deep no bulldozer of 
ordinary life can trouble it. I felt it was a graceful thing. It fed into the book 
– the whole idea of mother and son, the enormous distance, coming 
stormingly together’.44 
Dr Grene writes that Roseanne’s suffering is actually ‘what gives her her 
strange grace’.45 Fintan O’Toole, who has remarked that Barry’s characters 
tend to be ‘history’s leftovers’, notes that in spite of their pitiable 
circumstances, they all seem to possess ‘an amazing grace’.46 Liam Harte 
observes a similar quality in another of the author’s novels, A Long Long 
Way, in which the forgotten Irish soldiers who fought in the British Army 
in the first World War are narratively elevated, much like Roseanne, and 
‘despite being stripped of all emotional and spiritual comforts, a strange 
kind of grace inheres in these pitiable pawns of history, a quasi-
metaphysical quality’.47  
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The term ‘grace’, which features regularly throughout The Secret 
Scripture,48 requires some definition. The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines the noun as ‘[f]avour, favourable or benignant regard or its 
manifestation (now only on the part of a superior); favour or goodwill, in 
contradistinction to right or obligation, as the ground of a concession’.49 
Further, grace is ‘a matter of favour and not of right’, as well as ‘[a] mark 
of divine favour, a mercy’. The formal definition, which has a great deal to 
do with the word’s religious significance, casts it as a ‘concession’ ‘on the 
part of a superior’. This seems to be at odds with its use by O’Toole, Harte, 
Barry (and Dr Grene, for that matter). To them, it is a quality possessed by 
characters who have typically had barely any ‘concessions’. Roseanne 
identifies the ‘scarcity of mercy’ that typifies the time in which she finds 
herself as a young woman.50 The grace that inheres in Barry’s characters 
exists in opposition, then, to the traditional religious notion of grace which 
the Oxford English Dictionary goes on to define as the ‘free and unmerited 
favour of God as manifested in the salvation of sinners and the bestowing 
of blessings’, because such grace, in the experience of Barry’s characters, 
is anything but ‘free’. Roseanne, who is perceived to be a ‘sinner’, is 
treated entirely without conventional, religious grace. 
Also deprived of conventional grace is Roseanne’s father. She proudly 
states that ‘a man who can make himself merry in the face of those coming 
disasters that assailed him, as disasters do so many, without grace or 
favour, is a true hero’.51 Her love for him, which she expresses as ‘not 
knowing’ and ‘not seeing’, is equivalent to grace. Wilfully not knowing 
and not seeing, and choosing instead to ‘love’, much like grace, are choices 
which exist in ‘contradistinction to right or obligation’ and are ‘free and 
unmerited’. Grace is forgiveness or ‘mercy’ bestowed on someone who has 
no entitlement or ‘right’ to it, and it is given without ‘obligation’. 
Roseanne’s choice to ‘love’ rather than to see or know is an act of grace. 
What her preservation of her father amounts to is a forgiveness of his 
‘ridiculousness’, and she accommodates his account within her own. Her 
concluding statements concern what she calls a ‘gift of life’ which is 
‘something immense [. . .] something difficult but oddly bright, that makes 
equal in their fall the hammers and the feathers’.52 Recall that in her 
version, the hammers do not reach the ground, and she holds them in her 
mind, ‘suspended in the Irish air’, along with the feathers.53 Dr Grene 
ultimately decides to exert a similar suspension. ‘Roseanne had instructed 
me in the mystery of human silence and the efficacy of a withdrawal from 
the task of questioning’, he asserts.54 Such a ‘withdrawal’ is very like 
Roseanne’s ‘love’, ‘that not knowing, that not seeing’. In his concluding 
remarks, he states, ‘it wasn’t so much a question of whether she had written 
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the truth about herself, or told the truth [. . .]. The important thing seemed 
to me that the person who wrote and spoke was admirable, living, and 
complete’.55 He suspends judgement, and chooses instead to be what he 
calls ‘a responsible witness to the miracle of the ordinary soul’.56 
Interestingly, in a recent assessment of the book employing methods 
aligned with the digital humanities, Sonia Howell, Margaret Kelleher, Aja 
Teehan, and John Keating note that: 
 
the segments of text marked up as indicative of trauma in The Secret 
Scripture appear most frequently either in Dr Grene’s dialogue or 
within Roseanne’s narration, not, as one might expect, in her response 
to the therapist who questions her on the very matter. The interaction 
of form and content thus revealed emphasises Roseanne’s 
unwillingness to voice her trauma. [. . .C]ontrary to the views of some 
critics, that his style is ‘overwritten’, it is at crucial times 
‘underwritten’ – operating through telling gaps and silences as well as 
through what is directly expressed.57 
 
Dr Grene allows both the official historical account and Roseanne’s 
personal account to stand alongside one another, and he forgives the latter 
its gaps and inconsistencies. 
Derrida’s ideal of ‘pure’ forgiveness has much in common with The 
Secret Scripture’s depiction of grace. In On Cosmopolitanism and 
Forgiveness, he critiques performative and public acts of forgiveness and 
reconciliation, describing what robs the concept of ‘forgiveness’ of its 
purity: 
 
I shall risk this proposition: each time forgiveness is at the 
service of a finality, be it noble and spiritual (atonement or 
redemption, reconciliation, salvation), each time that it aims to re-
establish a normality (social, national, political, psychological) by a 
work of mourning, by some therapy or ecology of memory, then 
‘forgiveness’ is not pure – nor is its concept. Forgiveness is not, it 
should not be, normal, normative, normalising. It should remain 
exceptional and extraordinary, in the face of the impossible: as if it 
interrupted the ordinary course of historical temporality.58 
 
Elsewhere in the same essay, he establishes that forgiveness is intrinsically 
impossible, in that ‘there is only forgiveness, if there is any, where there is 
the unforgivable’.59 The condition of possibility for forgiveness is its 
condition of impossibility: the presence of the unforgivable. Inevitably, 
then, ‘exceptional and extraordinary’ forgiveness belongs to ‘the order of 
the miraculous’.60 The ambitious scope of this concept, in its purest form, 
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has the power to ‘[interrupt] the ordinary course of historical temporality’. 
This ‘ordinary course’, which has ‘social, national, political [and] 
psychological’ normality as its primary concern, corresponds to the history 
that would omit the stories of Joseph and Roseanne Clear. Further, this 
normality may provide a standard by which to judge the ending of the 
novel, in which Dr Grene discovers that his patient is in fact his mother, as 
too ‘ridiculous’ to be plausible. Holding feathers and hammers in 
suspension, not knowing, not seeing, and withdrawing ‘from the task of 
questioning’ does not belong to the order of what Derrida terms ‘normality’ 
(they are, as the novel suggests, exceptional forms of behaviour). It is this 
pure forgiveness which, I would contend, is the grace that Roseanne’s 
scripture requests. Her testimony exists in opposition to the normalising 
account, which in Ireland’s case ‘closed off internal challenges and 
contradictions’ and ‘represented society as pure and untainted’.61 The 
‘purity’ society imposed exists in sheer opposition to the ‘purity’ of 
Derrida’s impossible forgiveness. This forgiveness, he maintains, needs to 
take place ‘in the face of the impossible’, perhaps within a realm like the 
one in which hammers and feathers fall at the same rate, which would 
indeed interrupt ‘the ordinary course of historical temporality’. He critiques 
the forgiveness that takes place ‘at the service of a finality’, because such 
forgiveness exists in an economy of exchange whose ultimate agenda is the 
kind of ‘normality’ that official historical discourse would favour. It is for 
this reason that the secrecy of Roseanne’s account is so paramount. Her 
testimony is caught up in an irresolvable alternation62 between secrecy and 
revelation, which one might argue is ‘impossible’, but which provides the 
necessary conditions for a unique kind of grace to occur. In another 
meditation on forgiveness, Derrida writes that ‘it should exceed the order 
of presence [. . .] and happen in the night. The night is its element’.63 An 
absence, which is what Roseanne’s text may be considered to be, exceeds 
‘the order of presence’.  
In the climactic final exchange between Dr Grene and his mother, a 
forgiveness that is possibly of the order Derrida describes takes place: 
 
‘Blameless. Wrongly committed. I apologise. I apologise on 
behalf of my profession. I apologise on behalf of myself, as someone 
who did not bestir himself, and look into everything earlier. [. . .] You 
are a free woman’. 
‘I was not always a free woman. I thank you for my freedom’. 
‘It is my privilege to pronounce it’, I said, suddenly very odd and 
formal, but she took it in her stride. 
‘Can you step back to the bed?’ she said. 
I did so. I didn’t know what she intended. But she just lifted my hand, 
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and shook it. 
‘I wonder will you allow me to forgive you?’ she said. 
‘My God, yes’, I said. 
[. . .] 
‘Well, I do’, she said.64 
 
Grene assumes a ‘formal’ position, communicating to her the words that 
have the legal weight of her release, given that he is an affiliate of the 
system that wronged her, who has the authority to produce documents that 
have the kind of weight necessary to bestow ‘freedom’. Her understated 
response of ‘I was not always a free woman. I thank you for my freedom’ 
reminds us that this concession is virtually ineffectual, given that Roseanne 
speaks these words from what is, in all likelihood, her death bed. 
In light of this, the novel attempts something that may have 
significance beyond its pages. This real-world significance is, 
paradoxically, contingent on the malleability of what may be contained 
within fiction: that fiction can accommodate the ‘ridiculous’, and simulate 
the vacuum necessary for feathers and hammers to fall at the same rate. 
‘Blameless’ is the religiously charged word Dr Grene chooses to sum up 
Roseanne, and it resonates with the kind of purity to which Derrida has 
alluded, which, of course, is unlikely to find expression in phenomenal 
reality. When Dr Grene utters the words, ‘I apologise on behalf of my 
profession’, he takes on the culpability for all who have failed Roseanne. It 
is important that he performs this rather ambitious function in private, and 
further, within a fiction of Barry’s construction. This exchange needs the 
privacy or secrecy (or vacuum) that it is encased in, in order to achieve its 
grace. Between them, they simulate the impossible: she is entirely 
blameless, and he takes on all the blame for what has happened to her. The 
forgiveness that they enact could not take place within ‘the ordinary course 
of historical temporality’.65 It is ‘exceptional and extraordinary’, and most 
importantly, takes place ‘in the face of the impossible’.66 However, its 
secrecy and separation from official history is bound up in an irresolvable 
alternation with revelation, given that the novel exists to be read. Rather 
than destroying its achievement, I would contend that this gives the novel’s 
grace a chance of resonating beyond its pages. Whether we as readers 
accommodate this or not must remain beyond the scope of a text that does 
not concern itself with certainty. 
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